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ABSTRACT

The Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM) hyperthermal, ~56 million years ago (Ma), is the most dramatic example of abrupt Cenozoic global warming. During the PETM surface temperatures increased between 5 and 9 °C and the onset likely took < 20 kyr. The PETM provides a case study of the impacts of rapid global warming on the Earth system, including both hydrological and associated biogeochemical feedbacks, and proxy data from the PETM can provide constraints on changes in warm climate hydrology simulated by general circulation models (GCMs). In this paper, we provide a critical review of biological and geochemical signatures interpreted as direct or indirect indicators of hydrological change at the PETM, explore the importance of adopting multi-proxy approaches, and present a preliminary model-data comparison. Hydrological records complement those of temperature and indicate that the climatic response at the PETM was complex, with significant regional and temporal variability. This is further illustrated by the biogeochemical consequences of inferred changes in hydrology and, in fact, changes in precipitation and the biogeochemical consequences are often conflated in geochemical signatures. There is also strong evidence in many regions for changes in the episodic and/or intra-annual distribution of precipitation that has not widely been considered when comparing proxy data to GCM output. Crucially, GCM simulations indicate that the response of the hydrological cycle to the PETM was heterogeneous – some regions are associated with increased precipitation (P–E), whilst others are characterised by a decrease. Interestingly, the majority of proxy data come from the regions where GCMs predict an increase in PETM precipitation. We propose that comparison of hydrological proxies to GCM output can be an important test of model skill, but this will be enhanced by further data from regions of model-simulated aridity and simulation of extreme precipitation events.

1. Introduction

The Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2013) concluded that anthropogenic warming by 2100 is likely to exceed 2 °C above preindustrial temperatures for both stabilisation (RCP6.0) and high-emission (RCP8.5) greenhouse gas scenarios. Predicting the associated response of Earth’s hydrological cycle is a fundamental endeavour, given the environmental and related socio-economic implications of such changes (e.g. Trenberth et al., 2003; Dai, 2006). Global warming is widely considered to cause an intensification of the hydrological cycle, with globally increased evaporative fluxes balanced by increased precipitation at around 2% K−1 (Allen and Ingram, 2002; Trenberth, 2011). Regionally, a ‘wet-wetter drier’ style response is anticipated, with increased water vapour transport from moisture divergence zones into convergence zones (Held and Soden, 2006; Chou and Neelin, 2004). Beyond first-order predictions, regional variations in hydrological changes are more uncertain, with General Circulation Models (GCMs) exhibiting...
significant differences in their projected end-of-century climatology (Schaller et al., 2011; Knutti and Sedláček, 2013). Beyond predicting changes in mean annual or seasonal precipitation distributions, simulating variations in precipitation frequency, intensity and type are highly uncertain within numerical models (Dai, 2006; Sun et al., 2006), but potentially crucial to understanding localised hydrological responses.

The environmental impacts and feedbacks resulting from changes in the hydrological cycle are likely to be profound. Although current changes in runoff, erosion and coastal water quality are often dominated by direct human pressures such as land use change, water abstraction and increased fertiliser use (Fabricius, 2005; Walling, 2009), warming-induced hydrological changes will likely impart a significant impact on the hydrological cycle in coming decades (Jiménez Cisneros et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2003; Rabalais et al., 2009). Elevated global precipitation is predicted to result in increased soil erosion (Nearing et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2012), although changes in seasonality of precipitation and the occurrence of high intensity events may increase erosion even in regions where total annual precipitation declines. On land, changes in precipitation and soil moisture will affect the vegetation distribution (Jiang et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2016), the extent of wetlands (Milzow et al., 2010; Acreman et al., 2009) and rates of organic matter decomposition (Jobbagy and Jackson, 2000; Conant et al., 2011), all with profound impacts on the carbon cycle. Moreover, changes in runoff will impact the delivery of freshwater, nutrients and terrigenous materials to continental shelves with associated impacts on biogeochemistry (Jiménez Cisneros et al., 2014), and intense storm activity could result in greater turbulent mixing (Meire et al., 2013).

Warmer-than-present intervals in Earth's history can serve as parallel analogues for our future Earth (Lunt et al., 2013; Haywood et al., 2011), especially high atmospheric CO₂ end-of-century scenarios (White et al., 2001; Suarez et al., 2009). In particular, a coupled approach that integrates geologic proxy data with the results of modelling offers the possibility to evaluate whether GCMs are capable of adequately simulating the hydrological cycle of deep-time warm climates (Winguth et al., 2004; Speelman et al., 2010), with implications for understanding how best to utilise model projections for future prediction. Furthermore, the study of paleohydrology also has wide implications for understanding past changes in climate, biogeochemistry, and the carbon cycle.

In this paper, we explore changes in the hydrological cycle during the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM; Section 2), a greenhouse-gas induced hyperthermal warming event which occurred around 56 Ma (Westerhold et al., 2009). Despite extensive research on the environmental impacts of the PETM and several model-derived reconstructions of precipitation, a synthesis of proxy evidence is currently lacking. This is crucial, because much of the data reveal complex and/or contradicted proxy evidence (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2003; Schmitz and Pujalte, 2007; Handley et al., 2012; Garel et al., 2013), or even contradictory interpretations (Bowen et al., 2004; Wing et al., 2005; Bowen and Bowen, 2008; Retallack et al., 2009). Furthermore, proxies are not direct indicators for changes in precipitation or evaporation, but rather more indirect evidence for how hydrological changes impacted sediments or biota. These proxies also respond to different temporal signals of hydrological change, but this process remains largely unconsidered (e.g. Foreman, 2014). In this paper, a compilation of proxy indicators that incorporate either direct or indirect signals of Eocene hydrological change is presented, focussing on the PETM but including some data for other transient hyperthermals and long-term changes associated with the Early Eocene Climatic Optimum (EECO). Crucially, by compiling results from different proxy approaches, a spatially distributed data set is generated, suitable for qualitative proxy-model comparison and for critical evaluation of the global hydrological cycle and its consequences - during rapid global warming events.

2. Early Paleogene climate change

Early Paleogene (57–48 Ma) pCO₂ estimates are sparse and variable but generally indicate levels much higher than those of today (Royer et al., 2001; Fletcher et al., 2008; Doria et al., 2011; Yapp, 2004; Jageniecki et al., 2015; Anagnostou et al., 2016). As a consequence of putative pCO₂ increase, but also perhaps influenced by oceanographic change (e.g. Hollis et al., 2012), the early Eocene is characterised by gradual long-term warming. This culminated in the EECO (53–49 Ma), a long-term temperature maximum (Zachos et al., 2001; Littler et al., 2014). Sea surface temperature (SST) estimates inferred from inorganic and organic proxies for this interval indicate very high SSTs, including tropical temperatures warmer than today, > 30 °C (Pearson et al., 2001; Pearson et al., 2007; Inglis et al., 2015a), and markedly warmer SSTs at high latitudes, with estimates ranging between ~25 and 35 °C (Bijl et al., 2009; Greetich et al., 2010; Hollis et al., 2012; Frieling et al., 2014; Inglis et al., 2015a). As such, a reduced equator-pole temperature gradient has been suggested for the early Eocene (Bijl et al., 2009; Inglis et al., 2015a; Tierney and Tingley, 2014), with significant implications for the global hydrological cycle (Speelman et al., 2010).

The early Paleogene is also characterised by a series of hyperthermal events, including the PETM which occurred around ~56 Ma and is associated with ~5 °C of warming in the deep ocean (Zachos et al., 2001; Tripati and Elderfield, 2005) and up to ~8 °C of warming in the surface ocean (Slijis et al., 2006; Zachos et al., 2006; Slijis et al., 2007; Slijis et al., 2011). The PETM is characterised by a ~3–6‰ negative carbon isotope excursion (CIE) which indicates the release of 13C-depleted carbon into the ocean-atmosphere system (Dicksens et al., 1995; Cramer, 2003; Lourens et al., 2005). The CIE occurs globally (McInerney and Wing, 2011) but differs in magnitude depending on both the archive and location (Schubert and Jahren, 2013; Section 3.4), leading to difficulties constraining the amount of carbon input. There is also little consensus over the source of carbon released during the PETM. Warming has been widely attributed to the dissociation of sea-floor marine hydrates and the subsequent oxidation of methane to carbon dioxide (Dicksens et al., 1995; Dunkley Jones et al., 2010), but this appears to be unable to explain the magnitude of the observed temperature rise (Zeebe et al., 2009). As such, additional carbon sources have been invoked, many of which represent biogeochemical feedbacks modulated by the hydroclimatic regime, including the decomposition of soil organic carbon in high-latitude permafrost (DeConto et al., 2012), enhanced terrestrial methane cycling in peat-forming environments (Pancost et al., 2007; Beerling et al., 2011) and/or increased carbon turnover in soils (Cotton et al., 2015). The drawdown of CO₂ that drove the PETM recovery is also thought to have been governed by biogeochemical feedbacks, including enhanced carbon storage in the terrestrial biosphere (Bowen and Zachos, 2010), increased efficiency in the biological pump (Bains et al., 2000) and/or enhanced marine carbonate preservation (Kelly et al., 2005).

3. Hydrological change during the PETM

Dramatic hydrological change during the PETM has been inferred from a range of sedimentological, geochemical and biological proxies. A compilation, and in some cases re-examination, of these proxies is essential for future data-model comparisons. Quantitative botanical proxies for precipitation are discussed first, followed by qualitative proxies for other hydrological changes.

3.1. Botanical proxies for change in precipitation

Fossilised plant remains provide two distinct methods for estimating ancient precipitation rates. Leaf Area Analysis (LAA) is a phytognomic approach whereby larger leaves predominate in climates with greater mean annual precipitation rates (Wif et al., 1998). However, the LAA approach can underestimate precipitation (see Peppe et al., 2011 and...
as such, other physiognomic techniques have often been employed, including the Climate Leaf Analysis Multivariate Program (CLAMP; Wolfe, 1993; Wolfe, 1995) and digital leaf physiognomy (Royer et al., 2005). The second type of method compares the climatic tolerances of modern and fossil species and includes the Nearest Living Relative (NLR; Greenwood et al., 2003) and Co-existence Approach (CA; Mosbrugger and Utescher, 1997). Crucially, and unlike CLAMP, this approach can be applied to sporomorph assemblages (i.e. fossilised spores, seeds and pollen), as well as leaves. The location of plant-based reconstructions of precipitation for the PETM are shown in Fig. 1. The paleogeographic reconstruction comes from Getech Plc, and is a high-resolution version of that which appears in Lunt et al. (2016).

Leaf physiognomy has previously been applied within the Bighorn Basin, Wyoming. Wing et al. (2005) used LAA to produce estimates of precipitation shortly after the onset of the PETM and during the recovery phase. Using two distinct calibrations, the lower PETM flora yield MAP estimates of 800 mm/yr (+1140−560 mm/yr) and 410 mm/yr, whilst the upper PETM flora yield MAP estimates of 1440 (+2060−1000 mm/yr) and 1320 mm/yr. Comparison of these data to late Paleocene assemblages indicate that drying occurred near the onset of the PETM, followed by a return to background values during the recovery phase. Changes in the floral assemblage support LAA-derived interpretations, indicating a mesic and temperate community within the late Paleocene and seasonally dry tropical forests during the PETM (Wing and Currano, 2013), although the small number of species identified has precluded quantitative NLR precipitation estimates (Kraus et al., 2013).

Low-resolution NLR estimates have also been obtained from the East Tasman Plateau in the South West Pacific (Contreras et al., 2013). Here, samples from within the PETM yield similar estimates to the late Paleocene and early Eocene (1700–1800 mm/yr), although low concentrations of sporomorphs suggest they could reflect a change in depositional setting rather than a true paleoclimatic signal (Contreras et al., 2013). In other regions, there is no significant change in the abundance of dry indicator plant species during the PETM but floral data are consistent with a wetter climate (Jaramillo et al., 2010). In Columbia and Venezuela, the PETM is accompanied by an increase in plant diversity and an increase in the abundance of families related to wet tropical rainforests, suggesting stable or increasing precipitation during the PETM (Jaramillo et al., 2010). In the North Atlantic, an increase in the abundance of peat-forming flora during the body of the PETM has been argued to reflect enhanced regional precipitation and the development of waterlogged environments (Kender et al., 2012). Within PETM-aged sediments from Lomonosov Ridge in the high Arctic, abundances of fern spores indicative of wet climates also increase (Harding et al., 2011).

Other paleobotanic approaches further contribute to our understanding of PETM hydrology. For example, the presence or absence of inertinite (i.e. fossilised charcoal) can provide insights into the floral community and fire frequency (although we note that Denis et al., 2017 document increased polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) abundance at the PETM coeval with wetter Arctic conditions and argued that fire frequency is a function of ecology and vegetation distribution, not simply aridity). Within the Cobham Lignite (UK), prior to the PETM and during its immediate onset, fern spores and inertinite are abundant, suggesting a fire-prone and relatively dry peat-forming environment.

![Fig. 1. Paleogeographic reconstruction for 56 Ma showing locations where PETM hydrological change has been inferred from changes in the distribution of clay mineralogy (triangles), paleosol characteristics and iron oxides (stars) and plant fossils (leaf symbols). Numbers provided after each location correspond to PETM sites and references provided in Supplementary Table 1.](image)
(Collinson et al., 2009; Steart et al., 2007). However, during the PETM charcoal abundances decrease and wetland plant abundances increase, indicating a decrease in the fire regime and the development of more waterlogged conditions (Collinson et al., 2009). In contrast, in Kakahu, New Zealand, an increase in inertinite occurs during the PETM (Pole, 2010).

Collectively, insights from palaeobotanical precipitation proxies indicate a varied hydrological response during the PETM, with evidence for (seasonal) drying within the continental interior of the United States (e.g. Bighorn Basin) and stable (e.g. Contreras et al., 2013) or increasing precipitation (e.g. Collinson et al., 2009; Jaramillo et al., 2010; Kender et al., 2012) in higher-latitude and more coastal settings. However, changes in vegetation distribution are also highly regionally variable. Analysis of the Cohobah lignite (Collinson et al., 2009) has indicated increased conifer abundance at the PETM, whilst North Sea assemblages suggest a decreasing abundance of conifers (Kender et al., 2012; Wing and Currano, 2013). Furthermore, a variety of locations indicate a lack of change in vegetation composition - including the US Gulf Coast (Harrington et al., 2004), North Dakota (Harrington et al., 2005) and Northern Europe (Stebbart et al., 2003). Crucially, hydrological changes have been inferred from other proxies within these regions, underlining the importance of a multiproxy approach.

3.2. Paleosol morphology, mineralogy and geochemistry

PETM-aged paleosols provide both qualitative indicators of soil moisture conditions and quantitative estimates of precipitation rate. The soils of the Bighorn Basin provide one of the best continental records of terrestrial climate change at the PETM, with vertically-stacked paleosols yielding high-resolution insights into paleohydrology (Fricke, 2003; Secord et al., 2012). Kraus and Riggins (2007) presented a detailed analysis of two paleosol sequences which record transient fluctuations in regional hydrology during the PETM. Immediately after the carbon isotope excursion (CIE) onset at Polecat Bench, arid conditions are indicated by a lack of iron-oxide nodules and the presence of carbonate nodules; however, colour and mineralogical changes through the rest of the CIE reveal pronounced and perhaps cyclical hydrological variation. A similar pattern of transient drying events is inferred for the nearby Sand Creek (Kraus and Riggins, 2007) and this variability could correspond to ~21 kyr precessional cycles (Abdul Aziz et al., 2008). In a separate study of paleosols, also within the Bighorn Basin, Kraus et al. (2013) document a similar pattern with progressive drying at the onset of the PETM and wetting in the PETM recovery phase, suggesting these variations are caused by regional climatic changes, rather than localised controls. Intriguingly, Kraus et al. (2013) suggest that shifts to a drier climate occurred ahead of the PETM onset, and a moist climate continued beyond the event’s termination, indicating a prolonged response.

Transient drying events are also supported by paleosol trace fossils, weathering indices, and paleosol geochemistry. Within paleosols at Polecat Bench, prismatic pedds – interpreted as the casts of freshwater crayfish burrows - occur both before and after the event but are rare or absent in PETM-aged paleosols (Smith et al., 2008), reflecting a lowered water table and/or improved drainage on the floodplain. Weathering indices, including CIA (Chemical Index of Alteration) and CALMAG (CaO, MgO), in Bighorn Basin paleosols generally indicate a decline in precipitation (Adams et al., 2011). Manganese-rich nodules have also been observed within rhizocretions (mineralised root systems) within Bighorn Basin deposits. These are suggested to have formed under repeated redox alternations, likely related to seasonal flooding. Their occurrence is reduced during the main body of the PETM, again implying transient drying (Woody et al., 2014).

Whilst there is evidence from a range of proxies for transient drying within the Bighorn Basin, other studies from PETM-aged paleosols yield conflicting results for the US continental interior. Transfer functions based on the depth to carbonate nodular horizon have been applied to paleosols from the Axehandle Basin, Utah, to infer a PETM precipitation rate increase to 663 ± 147 mm/yr from a background of 393 ± 166 mm/yr (Retallack, 2005). However, clumped isotope analysis on dolomite paleosol nodules from the same locality have also been used to infer increased aridity (VanDeVelde et al., 2013). Within western Texas, paleosols from the PETM have higher CIs than those formed before the event, suggesting a possible role for increased humidity in weathering, although the increased production of carbonic acid in a high-CO₂ atmosphere could also have had an effect (White and Schiebout, 2008).

In other regions, such as the eastern Pyrenees, abundant calcite and soil nodules within the Clarét Conglomerate (CC) indicate an arid or possibly sub-humid climate during the onset of the PETM (Schmitt and Pujalte, 2003, 2007). These sequences are also associated with increased kaolinite contents and high sedimentation rates, apparently contradicting this interpretation, but the authors instead suggest that they record episodic erosive rainfall events rather than a more humid climate (Section 4.1.2). Silicrete δ³⁰Si values also failed to record an increase in weathering in continental settings from northern France (Rad et al., 2009). In contrast, the Bogota Basin (Colombia) records an increase in iron and aluminium oxides and a decrease in carbonate nodules, suggesting enhanced precipitation or weathering during the Paleocene-Eocene transition (although they may not correspond to the PETM due to poorly constrained chronology; Morón et al., 2013). The δ¹⁵N values of soil organic matter at Vasterval (Normandy, France) have been used to infer cycles of wet and dry conditions during the PETM (Storme et al., 2012), based on the assumption that δ¹⁵N is preferentially lost under dry conditions, but the complexity of this novel proxy remains poorly understood in deep-time settings (Garel et al., 2013).

Whilst their distribution is limited, paleosols indicate pronounced regional variation in the PETM hydrological response. Locations at which hydrological change has been inferred from paleosol characteristics are summarised within Fig. 1. Consistent and multiple lines of evidence indicate transient drying events occurred in the Bighorn Basin and Western Europe, but the former could be a localised response with evidence for a more varied hydrological response at other US sites. It is also likely that the complex and apparently contradictory results within a given depositional system arise from: 1) the fact that weathering changes at the PETM were governed by a range of factors other than precipitation alone, including temperature and vegetation; and 2) the different responses of weathering signals to prolonged versus episodic precipitation events. Paleosols also provide critical evidence for more complex changes in the hydrological cycle within the body of the PETM, with evidence for wet-dry cycles apparent at a number of locations, perhaps relating to orbital forcing.

3.2.1. Clay and iron oxide mineralogy in marine sediments

In addition to paleosol morphology and minerology, clay mineralogical changes have also been used to infer shifts in hydrology across the PETM. This is based upon the observed correlation between the abundance of different clay minerals and hydroclimatic regimes (Robert and Kennett, 1994; Gibson et al., 2000). In particular, a pulse of kaolinite, which commonly forms in tropical, moist climates with year-round precipitation (Egger et al., 2002; John et al., 2012), is coincident with the PETM in many marginal marine sections (Fig. 1), including along the eastern US coast (Gibson et al., 2000; John et al., 2012), offshore Antarctica (Robert and Kennett, 1994), various locations around the Tethyan Sea (Bolle and Adatte, 2001; Bolle et al., 2000), New Zealand (Kaiho et al., 1996), the eastern North Atlantic (Bornemann et al., 2014) and Svalbard (Dypvik et al., 2011). Whilst sea level could also play a role in controlling kaolinite deposition (e.g. Gibson et al., 2000), a lack of correlation between sea-level variation and kaolinite abundance argues that climatic variables are the dominant control on this signal (e.g. Bolle and Adatte, 2001; Robert and Chamley, 1991).

Variations in clay minerals indicative of other climatic regime
changes have resulted in increasingly nuanced interpretations of the clay-mineral record. Smectite has been used to examine changes in seasonality at the onset of PETM given its occurrence today in climates dominated by distinct wet and dry seasons. Its lower abundance relative to kaolinite along the New Jersey/Virginia coast at the PETM was used by Gibson et al. (2000) to suggest a shift from seasonal to year round precipitation, whilst continued dominance of smectite across the PETM has been interpreted as evidence for a seasonal climate throughout the PETM at Untersberg, Austria (Egger et al., 2005). Although a kaolinite pulse is observed at the onset of the PETM within the Southern Ocean, smectite dominates for the majority of the PETM (Robert and Kennett, 1994), perhaps indicating seasonally varying precipitation rates in Antarctica. Polygorskite is most commonly formed in arid climates either due to evaporative enrichment of Mg/Si in coastal seawaters or in calcrete soils (Bolle and Adatte, 2001). Robert and Chamley (1991) document the presence of polygorskite in the Angola basin off West Africa and suggest low latitude coastal environments were subject to intense evaporation during the PETM. Bolle and Adatte (2001) and Bolle et al. (2000) have also suggested a differentiation of Tethyan climates occurred between the Paleocene and Eocene, with evidence for aridity in coastal basins along the southern Tethyan margin, (e.g. Israel; Fig. 1) and more humid climates on the northern margin (e.g. Kazakhstan; Fig. 1), although whether this was a long-term response remains unclear.

The climatic origin of the observed shifts in clay mineral associations across the PETM has been widely challenged in recent years. Chemical weathering sufficient to result in extensive kaolinite deposits in marine sediments would typically take at least ~1 Ma to form (Thiry, 2000) and is incompatible with the suggested duration of the PETM (~120–220 kyr; Abdul Aziz et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2010). John et al. (2012) show that at Bass River, New Jersey, increases in kaolinite occurred within 40 kyr of the PETM onset, two to three orders of magnitude faster than the assumed rate of kaolinite pedogenesis. Schmitz and Pujalte (2003) also argue that within PETM-aged deposits from the Tremp Basin, Spain, a small increase in kaolinite occurs at the Paleocene-Eocene boundary despite the identification of carbonate nodules and gyspum/calcite minerals indicative of a semi-arid climate. The exhumation of earlier Mesozoic aged sediments has been proposed as an alternative explanation (John et al., 2012; Schmitz and Pujalte, 2003; Bornemann et al., 2014), although this process would require global exhumation of previously buried kaolinite to result in the globally extensive signal shown in Fig. 1. In their study of a PETM section in North Dakota, Clechenko et al. (2007) note a lack of extensive kaolinite-rich sources in underlying strata, and propose a possible drying or preconditioning of the soil ahead of an increase in precipitation. Nonetheless, it appears likely that this kaolinite pulse was derived not from its increased formation under a more humid climate regime but from increased erosion, which could include the occurrence of more intense rainfall events. Given the widespread occurrence of the kaolinite pulse, this reinterpretation is vital when considering changes in precipitation, its sedimentological consequences, and data-model comparisons.

The presence of iron oxides (e.g. haematite, magnetite and maghemite) has also been used to infer changes in hydrology during the PETM due to climatic controls on the formation of these minerals (Hyland et al., 2015; Maxbauer et al., 2016a). In marginal marine sediments from New Jersey, USA, the presence of “giant” magnetite particles imply intense tropical weathering and the supply of reactive iron into a deltaic, shallow-marine setting (Schumann et al., 2008; Kopp et al., 2009), in turn driving changes in iron biogeochemical cycling in zones of relative oxygen depletion (Section 4.6). In other regions, such as the southern Kerguelen Plateau (ODP 738C), abundances of aeolian haematite grains increase at the start of the PETM, possibly reflecting drier, more seasonal, conditions on the nearby Antarctic continent (Larraoana et al., 2012). In contrast, a significant increase in haematite (relative to magnetite and maghemite) within the Belluno Basin lasting approximately 300 kyr likely indicates a warm and wet climate and enhanced weathering of iron-bearing silicates (Dallanave et al., 2009). The application of iron oxide proxies is currently limited in the terrestrial realm. However, variations in magnetic properties in subsurface paleosols at Polecat Bench, Bighorn Basin correlate with the trend towards aridification implied by independent geochemical proxies, although the impact of diageneis, particularly on outcropping paleosols, currently prevents quantitative estimates of precipitation change (Maxbauer et al., 2016b).

3.3. Hydrological change inferred from δ2H and δ18O values of meteoric water, recorded by lipid biomarkers and teeth/bones, respectively

Evaporation and condensation processes fractionate stable isotopes of water during the global hydrological cycle, resulting in distinct spatial and temporal variations in the hydrogen and oxygen isotopic composition of meteoric water (Dansgaard, 1964; Gat, 1996; Bowen, 2010). Therefore, the δ18O and δ2H values of various sedimentary materials that have incorporated meteoric water, such as fossilised teeth and plant-derived organic matter, have been used to constrain both global and local changes in hydrology across the PETM.

3.3.1. Hydrogen isotopes of plant-derived lipid biomarkers

In the past decade, the hydrogen isotopic ratio of leaf wax-derived lipid biomarkers has emerged as a novel paleohydrological proxy given the potential for n-alkane compounds to persist in the geological record over many millions of years (Eglinton and Eglinton, 2008; Sachse et al., 2012). A range of climatic and plant physiological characteristics govern the δ2H values of leaf waxes. These include the δ2H composition of meteoric water (itslly governed by a wide range of climatic controls e.g. Gat, 1996), the extent of evaporative enrichment prior to lipid biosynthesis (both external and internal to the plant e.g. (Polissar and Freeman, 2010; PeaKins and Sossien, 2010), the degree of biological fractionation during lipid synthesis (Chikaraishi and Naraoka, 2003), and the timing of leaf wax production (Tippel and Pagani, 2013). By extension, changes in vegetation and the source of organic matter can significantly influence δ2H values of leaf waxes in sediments. If these multiple, often antagonistic, parameters can be accounted for through corroboration evidence (e.g. paleovegetation data and complementary proxies), constraints imposed by site latitude, or climate modelling, then variations in δ2H can be used as a tracer of the hydrological cycle (Sachse et al., 2004; Schefuß et al., 2005; Tierney et al., 2008; Sachs et al., 2009).

Most hydrogen isotope records that span the PETM provide evidence for a hydrological perturbation during the event (Fig. 2). The first published record was from Lomonosov Ridge in the central Arctic Ocean, where long-chain n-alkanes exhibit a marked deuteration enrichment from δ2H values < −200‰ prior to the PETM to ca. −155‰ at the CIE onset (Fig. 2), with a subsequent decline to pre-event values later during the PETM (Pagani et al., 2006). Assuming that the shift in δ2H values mainly reflects a change in δ2H of precipitation water and is not complicated by additional processes, the large enrichment in δ2H implies a reduced isotopic distililation along the airmass trajectory, i.e. increased water vapour transport to the high latitudes and a possible associated decrease in rainout at lower-latitudes. An increase in precipitation in the high-latitudes is supported by the presence of low-salinity dinoflagellates in the Arctic (Pagani et al., 2006; Kender et al., 2012) and is also consistent with the inferred reduced latitudinal temperature gradient during the PETM (Speelman et al., 2010; Pagani et al., 2006).

A shift towards higher δ2H values during the PETM also occurs in Tanzania (Handley et al., 2008; Fig. 2). These changes are difficult to explain via reduced rainout or a shift in vapour source given the tropical and coastal location of Tanzania during the PETM (Fig. 3). This shift does not appear to be associated with vegetation changes, based on pollen records and a lack of correlation of δ2H values with n-alkane.
Fig. 2. Summary of published n-alkane δ²H isotope records through the PETM for carbon chain lengths C₂₇ (blue), C₂₉ (red), C₃₁ (orange), right hand panels, and associated carbon isotope variations shown in the left panels for (a) Lomonosov Ridge, Arctic (Pagani et al., 2006), (b) Tanzania (Handley et al., 2008, 2012), (c) Bighorn Basin, Wyoming (Smith et al., 2007), (d) Kumara, New Zealand (Handley et al., 2011) (e) Forada, Italy (Tipple et al., 2011), (f) Normandy, France (Garel et al., 2013), (g) Mar2X core, Venezuela (Jaramillo et al., 2010). Where shown, error bars are: for (a) range of values based on duplicate measurements and for (b)–(f) standard deviation for repeat measurements, as described in the original publications. The grey areas represent the CIE as inferred by the authors of each publication. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
distributions. Instead, an increase in soil evaporation or evapotranspiration was invoked to explain most of the deuterium enrichment during the PETM at this location, suggesting that a more arid climate dominated in east Africa. However the $\delta^{2}H$ values are highly variable during the CIE, by up to 18‰ between adjacent sediment horizons, and the secular shift in $\delta^{2}H$ is relatively small. A low-resolution record from the Bighorn Basin also indicates a shift to more enriched deuterium values at the onset of the CIE, but then followed by depleted values during the PETM body (Smith et al., 2007). Although based on a low-resolution record, this $\delta^{2}H$ pattern is compatible with the drying and then wetting scenario as inferred from paleosol and paleobotanic methods, with the shifts caused by changes in evaporative processes as invoked for Tanzania.

Complex variations in $\delta^{2}H$ across the PETM are recorded at Forada and Cicogna, Italy (Tipple et al., 2011; Krishnan et al., 2015) and in the Kumara section, New Zealand (Handley et al., 2011), with multiple possible interpretations. The increase in $\delta^{2}H$ values in the upper-PETM aged sediments at Kumara could be explained by both high-latitude
moisture export or evaporative-enrichment style mechanisms. However, this section is also characterised by a change in organic matter source across the PETM, necessitating caution in any climatic interpretation. In addition, these three records exhibit significant variations before the PETM and do not display a significant shift in δ²H values across the CIE onset itself (Fig. 2). In Normandy, France, a shift to more δ²H-depleted values of the order of 60‰ occurs across the onset of the CIE, which was interpreted by the authors to represent a possible increase in precipitation/humidity, followed by a drying event up-section (Garel et al., 2013). However, the magnitude of these variations is smaller than that seen during the Paleocene in the same record and the core is truncated within the CIE, preventing an assessment of the significance of PETM variations.

In contrast to the other low-latitude δ²H record, the Venezuelan Mar2X section exhibits a deuteration depletion at the onset of the PETM. Whilst sampling within the body of the PETM is limited, and it is possible that changes in δ²H values close to the CIE are not resolved, a shift by up to 35‰ is observed in the long chain n-alkanes (Jaramillo et al., 2010), and there is no return to pre-event values within the section (Fig. 2g). Given the tropical setting, an enhanced amount effect is suggested at the PETM with extensive airmass rainout resulting in a predominance of deuteration-depleted precipitation. However, whilst there is no change in the wet/dry preference of plant families across the PETM (Section 3.1), major changes in the vegetation composition do occur and the effect of a differing plant community on fractionation cannot be ruled out.

Taken together, the available δ²H records that span the PETM are limited in both spatial coverage, as shown in Fig. 3 and temporal coverage, as shown in Fig. 2, due to a combination of low resolution in some records (e.g. Smith et al., 2007) and truncation in others (e.g. Handley et al., 2008, 2012). Furthermore, these interpretations require a degree of caution, particularly in assuming that the variability in leaf wax hydrogen isotopes reflects changes in isotopic composition of meteoric water. Vegetation, carbon dioxide concentrations and temperature varied markedly across the PETM (see above), all of which can have a large impact on water use efficiency (Farquhar et al., 1989; Wullschleger et al., 2002; Sachse et al., 2012) and, therefore, leaf wax hydrogen isotopes. Global warming will also impact precipitation δ²H via changes in the temperature of source water and changes in air mass circulation. Some of these additional factors could account for the ~15% δ²H offset between the two proximal Italian records, only ~25 km apart (Krishnan et al., 2015). They could also account for the unusual temporal trends: for example, the Arctic, Bighorn Basin and Kumara records all exhibit a transient positive excursion followed by a return to pre-CIE values, and it is unclear why the proxy response is largely limited to the earliest part of the PETM.

Nonetheless, the existing records do document some apparent temporal and spatial trends. Polar sites and continental interiors record an increase in δ²H values, whereas marginal mid-latitude sites exhibit less clear trends. The two low-latitude, tropical sites exhibit contrasting trends at the onset of the PETM. Although low to high latitude δ²H gradients decrease at the PETM, consistent with increased moisture transport to polar regions, this interpretation is dependent on the single, low-resolution Arctic record. We therefore suggest that additional records, including those with higher resolution and complementary proxy data are now required to fully evaluate spatial changes in the isotopic composition of meteoric water at the PETM; also required are longer-term records from prior to and following the PETM to fully contextualise the documented variability.

3.3.2. Oxygen isotopes within mammalian remains

In addition to biomarker based δ²H values, δ¹⁸O values of fossilised (mammalian) tooth enamel can be used to study variations in meteoric water isotopic composition and, by extension, Eocene hydrology. Biogenic apatite is resistant to isotopic exchange and diagenetic processes (Fricke, 2003; Clementz and Sewall, 2011), and as mammals homoregulate their body temperature, δ¹⁸O variations over time reflect variations in the isotopic composition of the ingested water rather than temperature dependent fractionation. Early work identified a shift to more enriched δ¹⁸O values at the PETM within Bighorn Basin Coryphodon teeth, which was suggested to indicate several degrees warming by assuming that the present day relation between oxygen isotope composition of precipitation and temperature existed during the early Eocene (Fricke et al., 1998). However, subsequent work indicated that these shifts likely also record changes in the hydrological cycle (Fricke, 2003).

In a recent study, tooth enamel of the putatively aridity-insensitive Coryphodon, a semi-aquatic hippo like mammal, has been compared with that of Sifrhippus, an early horse, to estimate regional aridity during the PETM within the US continental interior (Secord et al., 2012). Coryphodon likely grazed on submerged plant material, such that its δ¹⁸O composition tracks riverine variations influenced by local temperature; Sifrhippus is thought to have grazed on terrestrial plant leaves, subject to additional evaporative enrichment. Whilst the absence of Sifrhippus teeth in the lower part of the section do not allow for pre-PETM estimates, the δ¹⁸O anomaly between Coryphodon and Sifrhippus during the CIE suggests drier conditions at the beginning of the CIE, followed by wetter conditions ~68 kyr into the PETM. Crucially, this is consistent with previous inferences (including those based on leaf wax δ²H values) from the Bighorn Basin.

3.4. Humidity change inferred from terrestrial CIEs

The magnitude of the PETM CIE is typically greater in terrestrial substrates compared to marine settings (e.g. see reviews in Schouten et al., 2007 and McInerney and Wing, 2011). For example, paleosol carbonates spanning the PETM from Wyoming, Spain and China are characterised by a CIE that is ~3‰ greater than that seen in planktonic foraminifera from the marine realm (Bowen et al., 2004). Leaf wax n-alkanes and pedogenic carbonates exhibit particularly large CIEs, with bulk terrestrial organic matter tending to yield smaller CIEs, albeit still larger than those observed in marine settings (McInerney and Wing, 2011). This offset can be partially attributed to the observation that terrestrial records are governed by plant biomass δ¹³C values and therefore include a photosynthetic fractionation effect. Using an integrated model for soil organic carbon and CO₂, Bowen et al. (2004) proposed that a > 20% increase in soil moisture and relative humidity could explain the offset via larger carbon isotope fractionation by plants. However, this interpretation was not supported by subsequent proxy-based studies that indicated drier rather than wetter conditions within the Bighorn Basin (Wing et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008; Kraus and Riggins, 2007; Section 3.2). An amplified CIE in the Cambay Shale formation, western India has also been suggested to reflect elevated precipitation at the PETM (Samanta et al., 2013). Increased rainfall is also supported by elevated lignin phenol concentrations at that location, which may serve as a marker for increased soil erosion under elevated tropical precipitation. Such an explanation was also explored by Handley et al. (2012) to explain the very large CIE in Tanzanian sediments, which are also characterised by an increased abundance of higher plant biomarkers, but it was ultimately dismissed due to contradictory evidence for increased aridity from leaf wax δ²H values (similar to interpretations from the Bighorn Basin).

It now seems likely that alternative mechanisms account for the differences between marine and terrestrial CIEs at the PETM. Smith et al. (2007) argued for a floral change (gymnosperm to angiosperm) across the PETM that could have amplified the CIE in terrestrial records; however, it is hard to envision that this would have affected all records, especially those from tropical sites, and in fact there is no evidence for major floral change at either Tanzania or in the Cambay Shale. More recently, Schubert and Jäger (2013) proposed an alternative and more global explanation - that all or a large part of the difference between terrestrial and marine CIEs is due to greater discrimination against ¹³C.
during C3 plant photosynthesis under elevated atmospheric CO₂. This interpretation remains the subject of much debate (i.e. Kohn, 2016), but it could be tested by investigating marine organic δ¹³C records which would be affected by higher CO₂ (i.e. Bidigare et al., 1997) but not humidity (cf. terrestrial settings). Regardless of the explanation, we suggest that the offset in CIE magnitude between terrestrial and marine substrates is uncertain evidence for increased humidity during the PETM.

4. Inferred consequences of hydrological changes at the PETM

As alluded to in Section 1, substantial changes in the hydrological cycle have a variety of impacts on sediments and both terrestrial and marine biogeochemistry. We explore these both as additional, albeit indirect, evidence for hydrological changes at the PETM, but also to better understand the consequences of a perturbed hydrological cycle on Earth system processes.

4.1. Sedimentological and geomorphological consequences

Some of the most compelling evidence for dramatic hydrological change at the PETM are geomorphological and sedimentological changes, documented in both terrestrial and marine archives. Many studies show direct evidence for greater export of terrigenous sediment to the marine realm coincident with the PETM CIE, as well as changes in the nature of the sediment. As discussed above (Section 3.2.1) some change could be due to greater chemical weathering, but it is increasingly accepted that much of the sedimentological signature reflects a change in erosion and, by extension, an increase in hydrological intensity (John et al., 2012), although quantitative interpretation remains challenging. Whilst terrestrial geomorphology and sediment transport to the marine realm reflect climatic controls, they are also strongly controlled by tectonics and filtered through interacting feedbacks such as vegetation, weathering, and transport (e.g. Romans et al., 2016; Macklin et al., 2012; Armitage et al., 2011). Furthermore, because fluvial systems are capable of responding to climatic and tectonic perturbations on short timescales (e.g. 1–10 ka, Goodbred et al., 2003; Simpson and Castelltort, 2012) but continue to re-equilibrate over a longer duration (e.g. 1–10 Ma, Allen, 2008; Armitage et al., 2011), the terrestrial erosion response to hydrological changes at the PETM is likely to be complex and prolonged (Foreman et al., 2012; Romans et al., 2016). Despite this, global trends are emerging, with sedimentological and geomorphological changes evidently indicating that precipitation became more episodic (“peaked” or “flashy”) or occurred with greater seasonality, regardless of changes in total precipitation amount (Section 3.1).

4.1.1. Increased terrigenous sediment flux to marginal marine settings

Global changes in sediment export are caused by variations in climate and/or eustatic sea level. Sea level low-stands provide increased land area for erosion and bring river mouths closer to the shelf edge, thereby reducing continental shelf area (Egger et al., 2005; Sluijs et al., 2008a). Under this model, eustatic sea level rise during the PETM interval (Sluijs et al., 2008a) would be expected to result in reduced export of terrestrial sediments to marginal marine environments. However, many marginal marine sections document increased sedimentation rates at the onset of the PETM (John et al., 2008; Fig. 4), attributed to greater continental runoff and erosion (John et al., 2008; Giuberti et al., 2007)

Inferring the climatic signal underlying higher sedimentation rates is not straightforward (Romans et al., 2016; Armitage et al., 2011; Schumer and Jerolmack, 2009). In addition to the caveats mentioned above, determination of robust sedimentation rates across the PETM remains a particular challenge. Sedimentation rates decrease as the duration of temporal averaging increases (Sadler, 1981; Schumer and Jerolmack, 2009), such that comparing short (10 to 100 kyr CIEs) and long (e.g. hundreds to thousands of kyr magnetostratons or biozones) timescales will tend to result in higher sedimentation rates for the former. Incompleteness of the CIE due to erosional truncation (Khroyem et al., 2015; Stassen et al., 2012a) can also add substantial error. For example, at Tawanui, New Zealand, Kaiho et al. (1996) inferred a decrease in sedimentation rate, but Crouch et al. (2003) argued that this was due to poor age constraints and used an expanded section to infer elevated PETM rates. In other locations it is necessary to take into account potential variations in lysocline depth and associated changes in carbonate deposition (Egger et al., 2005). Such difficulties make direct comparisons of sedimentation rates between sites difficult (Sluijs et al., 2011; Stassen et al., 2012a; Kaiho et al., 1996; Crouch et al., 2003).

These caveats aside, the majority of records, for which both pre- and syn-PETM sedimentation rate estimates exist, document an increase coincident with the CIE (Fig. 4), as well as a change in mineralogy, suggesting enhanced delivery of terrigenous materials (Section 3.2). These data are largely based on the compilation of rates provided by John et al. (2008) who estimated background sedimentation rate using site-specific biostratigraphy and the estimated event duration of 220 kyr (Röhl et al., 2007). Only a few sites show a decrease in sedimentation rate. These include Tawanui, New Zealand - although see comment above; Abu Zemima, Egypt (John et al., 2008) and Spitzbergen (Cai et al., 2011), where a reduction in sediment rate is possible, although climatic-induced changes could have been overprinted by local orographic change (Charles et al., 2012). Changes in either total annual precipitation or in the intra-annual distribution of precipitation could explain the increased terrigenous sediment flux (e.g., John et al., 2008). Whilst the former cannot be excluded, the timing of precipitation could be an even greater influence (Tucker and Slingerland, 1997). Runoff and erosion are maximised in strongly seasonal climates where vegetation cover is reduced and brief periods of intense rainfall result in higher energy discharge regimes (Bull, 1979; Plink-Björklund, 2015).

4.1.2. Terrestrial geomorphology and evidence for more episodic precipitation

As with sedimentation rates in marine sediments, interpretation of fluvial geomorphological changes is complex. Nonetheless, two of the most detailed studies, in the Spanish Pyrenees and Western United States, are both consistent with a shift to more episodic precipitation patterns. In northern Spain, semi-arid to arid conditions are indicated during the late Paleocene by red mudstones, carbonate- and gyspum-bearing paleosols, and discontinuous 10–200 m-scale fluvial channels (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2003, 2007). These paleosols are unconformably overlain by the PETM-aged Claret Conglomerate (CC). The CC comprises 1 to 4 m thick, clast-supported, imbricated conglomerates interbedded with paleosols (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2007). Rounded clasts as large as 65 cm require substantial current strength to originate from the putative source located ca. 10 km away. Although it is difficult to rule out a tectonically driven decrease in accommodation space, numerical modelling suggests that a precipitation increase can result in sheet conglomerate formation on a greater areal scale than a decrease in accommodation space (Armitage et al., 2011). The CC is also correlated with the deposition of a siliciclastic unit in offshore sections at Zumaya and Ermua (Schmitz et al., 2001; Manners et al., 2013), whilst coarse-grained siliciclastics have recently been identified within incised valleys in terrestrial sections (Pujalte et al., 2015). Despite the large spatial extent of the CC (500 to 2000 km²), the carbonate-bearing red paleosols interbedded with it are consistent with semi-arid conditions both before and during the PETM. Schmitz and Pujalte (2007) reconcile these apparent contrasts through analogy with present-day megafan deposits, which form in subtropical regions where episodic precipitation drives large changes in discharge and channel migration (Leier et al., 2005). Thus, the CC appears not to reflect greater overall annual precipitation, but instead episodic high discharge events.

Further evidence for hydrological change has been documented in
the Piceance Creek Basin of Colorado, in the western US (Foreman et al., 2012). Paleocene-aged paleosols with restricted channels of dominantly cross-bedded sand (< 10 m thick, 200 m wide) indicate shallow, narrow rivers. The PETM CIE occurs roughly concurrently with the onset of crevasse-splay deposition characterised by much larger (up to 20 m thick, 500 m wide), dominantly planar laminated, upper flow regime sand bodies (Foreman et al., 2012). Although available age constraints are insufficient to fully exclude a tectonic driver for the change to crevasse-splay deposition, Foreman et al. (2012) note that the geographic context of the Piceance Creek Basin makes it unlikely that this change was driven by eustatic sea level. As in the CC, crevasse splay deposits could indicate more episodic intense precipitation, related to a monsoonal regime (Winguth et al., 2010). Unlike the CC, however, deposition of high flow regime alluvial sediments persists after the CIE, and Foreman et al. (2012) suggest that the delayed return to pre-PETM depositional conditions reflects protracted re-equilibration of erosional and depositional processes following the perturbation.

In the nearby Bighorn Basin an increase in the amalgamation of alluvial sandstones (the Boundary Sandstone of the Willwood Formation at Sand Coulee) occurs within the PETM CIE and has been recently reinterpreted by Foreman (2014) as climatically controlled. Detailed lithofacies examination of pre-, syn- and post-PETM sediments indicates individual sand bodies of the Boundary Sandstone are minimally different from non-PETM sand bodies indicating there was little net difference in fluvial discharge; thus, Foreman (2014) proposed two complementary potential explanations for deposition of the Boundary Sandstone. First, basin-wide aridification punctuated by periods of precipitation similar to pre- and post-PETM conditions could have resulted in sediment ‘flushing’ (Simpson and Castelltort, 2012) through the basin. Second, a decrease in dense forests and extensive root networks, coupled with seasonally variable soil moisture content, could have promoted landscape destabilization, river avulsion, and winnowing and export of finer-grained sediments (e.g. Gran and Paola, 2001). Kraus et al. (2015) examined these hypotheses at Polecat Bench, approximately 10 km to the southeast of Sand Coulee, and argued that drier conditions in the Bighorn Basin reduced vegetation density and increased sediment storage in the hinterland. There is some evidence for a temporal lag between climate forcing and these responses. Deposition of the Claret Conglomerate is estimated to have taken place very close to the onset of the PETM carbon isotope excursion, with a lag of < 15 kyr (Domingo et al., 2009; Manners et al., 2013), and a total duration on the order of 10 kyr or less (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2007). Similarly, increased episodicity in the Bighorn (Foreman, 2014; Kraus et al., 2015) and Piceance Creek (Foreman et al., 2012) basins appears to come into effect around the onset of the PETM, although depositional hiatuses in these sections are difficult to constrain. A limited lag time between atmospheric forcing (CIE) and the terrestrial sedimentological response at the PETM is also supported by comparison of carbon isotope profiles from terrigenous n-alkanes and marine carbonates at the Forada section in Northern Italy and the nearby Cicogna Section, which suggest terrestrial residence times on the order of 5 kyr (Tipple et al., 2011) or effectively none (Krishnan et al., 2015), respectively. In combination, these studies clearly indicate that the PETM rapidly impacted terrestrial sedimentary systems, likely through shifting the timing and intensity of precipitation. As such there is a pressing need to further study episodicity and the occurrence of
4.2. Increased chemical weathering

As discussed above, paleosol geochemistry indicates changes in chemical weathering rates during the PETM, inferred to be evidence for local changes in precipitation (Section 3.2). Other records also document a link between local precipitation and weathering; for example, in central China, lacustrine deposits indicate elevated silica weathering coeval with lake freshening (Chen et al., 2016). Despite the complex regional patterns for chemical weathering change, osmium isotope records from multiple ocean basins suggest that global chemical weathering rates increased at the PETM (Fig. 4). $^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os ratios across the PETM have been generated for DSDP Site 213 (Indian Ocean), DSDP Site 549 (Atlantic Ocean), IODP Site M0004a (Arctic Ocean), Spitsbergen, the Zumaia land section (Spain), the Kheu River land section (Karbardino-Balkaria), the Dzhengutay land section (Dagestan), and the Guru-Fatima land section (Tajikistan). Most records show an anti-wards more radiogenic$^{187}$Os/$^{188}$Os during the PETM suggesting a pulse of increased continental weathering (Ravizza et al., 2001; Wieczorek et al., 2013; Dickson et al., 2015).

Therefore, we suggest that the range of responses recorded by paleosols (Section 3.2) reflects the profound geographical variability in precipitation change at the PETM, whereas signals integrated in marine sediments (including clay mineralogy, Section 3.2.1, and osmium isotopic signatures) provide collective evidence for a global increase in chemical weathering (Ravizza et al., 2001; Bowen and Zachos, 2010; Dickson et al., 2015). In this sense, the PETM appears to be similar to some of the Mesozoic OAEs that are also associated with an increase in atmospheric CO$_2$ and are characterised by a 2- to 3-fold increase in weathering rates as suggested by osmium, lithium, and calcium isotope records (Blättler et al., 2011; Pogge von Strandmann et al., 2013; Percival et al., 2016).

However, the magnitude of the increase in chemical weathering rates at the PETM, especially given the relatively poorly constrained hydrological changes, remains unclear; consequently, so does chemical weathering’s potential role as a biogeochemical feedback on PETM warming. On geological time scales, weathering provides the ultimate negative feedback on CO$_2$-induced global warming (Berner and Berner, 2012) and enhanced silicate weathering has been both invoked and dismissed as a cause of CO$_2$ drawdown at the end of the PETM (Bowen and Zachos, 2010; Clechenko et al., 2007). Although the response of weathering rates is generally considered to be slow and operating on time-scales of millions of years, more rapid responses have been invoked for events lasting $10^3$–$10^4$ years (Cohen et al., 2004). In fact, field studies on Iceland show a response of weathering rates to global warming over the last four decades (Gislason et al., 2009). However, modern observations clearly indicate that chemical weathering fluxes also largely depend on precipitation and the erosional regime as well as temperature (Lebedeva et al., 2010; Viers et al., 2014).

Within a given erosional regime, increased precipitation can promote rapid chemical weathering by flushing out dissolved weathering products to maintain thermodynamic undersaturation (White and Buss, 2014 and references therein). At present, warm and wet tropical regions with high relief are characterised by especially high weathering rates and constitute a large portion of global weathering (Rad et al., 2007; White and Blum, 1995). Even when mantled by thick, highly leached soils, very high precipitation rates are associated with rapid chemical weathering in the deep subsurface (Rad et al., 2007; West, 2012; Buss et al., 2013; Buss et al., 2017). As such, weathering rates during the PETM are expected to have increased not just due to temperature but due to an enhanced hydrological cycle; if that rainfall occurred as episodic events with associated increases in erosion (as inferred from sedimentological and geomorphological changes described in Sections 4.1) that could have further enhanced chemical weathering rates under some conditions. As such, it is critical that future work explores the chemical weathering response to the PETM with approaches that account for these factors.

4.3. Fate of terrestrial organic matter

It is likely that elevated temperatures during the PETM contributed to enhanced oxidation of organic matter. Bowen (2013) invoked this to explain the widely observed decreases in paleosol organic matter contents at the onset of the PETM (e.g. Wing et al., 2003). Subsequently, Cotton et al. (2015) used the offset in carbon isotopes between soil organic matter and pedogenic carbonates to also infer increased soil organic matter turnover rates during the PETM. Bowen (2013) also argued that organic matter oxidation could have contributed an additional source of $^{13}$C-depleted carbon, a proposal that is similar or perhaps complementary to that of DeConto et al. (2012) who argued that the PETM CIE reflected oxidation of Antarctic permafrost. Observations from present-day systems, however, indicate that soil organic matter turnover times increase at both higher temperatures and higher precipitation (Raich and Schlesinger, 1992; Trumbore et al., 1996), the latter facilitating both leaching and direct oxidation of organic matter. Increased erosion and reworking of soils, as well as the deposition of coarser sediments in alluvial settings, will have also fostered organic matter degradation via greater oxygen exposure time. Consequently, inferred hydrological (and sedimentological) changes at the PETM likely also contributed to terrestrial organic matter oxidation as invoked by Bowen (2013).

Marginal marine sediments provide additional evidence for changes in the terrestrial carbon cycle. Organic carbon contents at the margin of the eastern Tethys Ocean increase up to 50-fold during the PETM (Dickson et al., 2014a) and similar changes are recorded in other ocean basins (Sluijs et al., 2008b). These changes are partly due to increased algal productivity and enhanced preservation due to marine anoxia (Section 4.6) and increased sediment accumulation rates (Section 4.1). However, the Tethyan section clearly records an increase in the abundance of terrestrial plant leaf waxes, such that the high organic carbon content could partially reflect a pulse of calcitrant terrestrial organic matter and nutrients (Dickson et al., 2014a). A transfer of plant and soil matter as well as ancient reworked organic matter (thermally mature hopanes) to the ocean during the PETM has also been recorded in Tanzanian sediments (Handley et al., 2008; Section 5.1) and a transfer of plant matter recorded in India (Samanta et al., 2013). It seems likely, therefore, that the PETM was associated with the increased mobilisation and oxidation of terrestrial organic matter, and by extension, that multiple pools of terrestrial organic matter, including plants, soil and kerogen, could have contributed to the release of $^{13}$C-depleted carbon. However, as with silicate weathering, the timing and magnitude of the carbon released remains contentious and is critical for understanding biogeochemical feedbacks; we suggest that future work that incorporates both temperature and hydrological controls will be critical to assessing the importance of these processes.

4.4. Methane cycling

Methane, an important trace greenhouse gas, is released to the atmosphere primarily from terrestrial wetlands (~60–90%; Denman et al., 2007; Kirschke et al., 2013). As such, changes in global hydrology have the potential to greatly influence wetland methane emissions, acting as a rapid and powerful positive feedback to warming. Ancient atmospheric methane concentrations are difficult to constrain and there are no direct proxies. However, model simulations suggest methane emissions are greater in greenhouse climates due to the expansion of wetlands and the impact of higher CO$_2$ and temperatures upon wetland methane production (Beerling et al., 2011). Although these inferences were made for the early Eocene, they would also be applicable to an increase in CO$_2$ at the PETM. Direct evidence of increased atmospheric
methane concentrations are not available for the PETM, however there is evidence of increased methane production in wetlands from the Cobham lignite (UK). Specifically, a dramatic decrease in the $^{813}$C values of hopanoids (biomarkers derived from bacteria; Pancost et al., 2007) and the unprecedented occurrence of bacteriohopanepolyols likely derived from methanotrophs (Talbot et al., 2015) suggests influences of hopanoids (biomarkers derived from bacteria; Pancost et al., 2011) increased methane flux during the onset of the PETM (Pancost et al., 2007). This has been attributed to a change in the hydrological regime and increased waterlogging of the peatland. Inglis et al. (2015b) also investigated methane cycling in an early Eocene German lignite deposit at Schöningen. Although this did not span the PETM, carbon isotopic evidence for increased methane cycling was expected for this relatively warm wetland setting. Although increased methane processing was observed, it was not as dramatic as that observed in the Cobham Lignite. With the exception of these studies, there have been few subsequent investigations, and direct evidence for enhanced terrestrial methane cycling is not yet globally widespread. Given its potential importance as a positive feedback this is a vital topic for further investigation. Indeed, within the Eocene simulations of Beierling et al. (2011), methane feedbacks contributed an additional 2.7 °C of early Eocene warming.

4.5. Impacts on the marine realm – increased nutrients, algal productivity and anoxia

An increased hydrological cycle (alongside elevated temperatures and CO$_2$) would be expected to affect the marine realm, via increased marine primary productivity due to continual chemical weathering rates and nutrient runoff (Bralower, 2002). Annual or seasonal intensification of river runoff will also increase marginal marine nutrient inputs (Kopp et al., 2009), although this could have been partially countered by the global transgressive event at the start of the PETM (Speijer and Morsi, 2002; Sluijs et al., 2008a) and associated trapping of nutrients and sediments on continental margins. Therefore, it has been suggested that increased nutrient availability played an important role in increasing marginal marine productivity and carbon burial (Sluijs et al., 2014), manifested in changes in the assemblages of benthic foraminifers, calcareous nannofossils and dinoflagellate cysts (Sluijs et al., 2007; Sluijs and Brinkhuis, 2009; Gibbs et al., 2006).

This evidence is briefly summarised below, but it should be noted that the interpretation of environmental changes from the microfossil record is challenging and associated with significant uncertainties. For example, the majority of Paleogene calcareous nannofossil taxa are extinct and the ecologic preferences of their relatives may have changed over time. *Coccolithus* - common in Paleogene sequences - has been considered as both an oligotroph and mesotroph (Bown and Pearson, 2009). Moreover, trends in *Discoster, Fasciculithus* and *Shpeholithus* abundances are uncorrelated at Walvis Ridge (ODP 1262/1263; Raffi et al., 2009), whereas previously all have been considered to be indicators of warm and oligotrophic environments. Perhaps most critically, fertility (nutrient) signals are difficult to separate from those of temperature (e.g. Bralower, 2002), and Bown and Pearson (2009) have questioned whether standard paleoecological affinities might have broken down with the rapid environmental perturbations of the PETM.

Calcareous nannoplankton exhibit significant changes at the PETM, including poleward migration, the emergence of excursion taxa and changes in productivity (Bown and Pearson, 2009; Raffi et al., 2009). Initial interpretations of nannoplankton assemblages disagreed on whether the PETM was marked by increased or decreased surface water productivity (Bralower, 2002; Self-Trail et al., 2012), hence the range of responses shown in Fig. 5. This discrepancy has more recently been rationalised by a productivity gradient model (Gibbs et al., 2006) that invokes a steepening of the shelf-offshore concentration of nutrients, with increases in eutrophic species at the New Jersey shelf, whilst the open ocean (ODP 1209, equatorial Pacific) appears to become more oligotrophic. Nonetheless, other apparent inconsistencies persist. Bown and Pearson (2009) note that the Tanzanian coast is oligotrophic at the onset of the PETM and records a decline in the presumed mesotroph *Toweius*; this is difficult to rationalise with the likely increase in the delivery of nutrients associated with the changes in Tanzanian hydrology - although it is consistent with the dearth of algal biomarkers in the Tanzanian PETM sediments (Handley et al., 2012). Changes in calcareous nannoplankton across Egyptian outcrops indicate a decline in *Toweius* and increase in *Coccolithus* (Youssif, 2016), indicating warm yet oligotrophic conditions persisted across the PETM, with a later return to more nutrient-enhanced conditions.

Dinoflagellate cysts have increasingly been used as an environmental proxy, especially in near shore settings. As with calcareous nannoplankton, their distributions are sensitive to small changes in nutrient state (Sluijs et al., 2005; Crouch et al., 2003). Sluijs et al. (2007) provide evidence for a bloom of eutrophic dinoflagellates in all known PETM sections. This is based on the occurrence of *Apectodinium*, a dinoflagellate that is generally regarded as both heterotrophic and thermophilic, such that its expansion at the PETM has been attributed to a combination of intense warmth and/or enhanced nutrient delivery to shallow marine settings (Crouch et al., 2001). Although further work is required to identify the key driving mechanism, the presence of *Apectodinium* in shallow marine settings often coincides with an increase in terrestrial palynomorphs (Crouch et al., 2003; Kender et al., 2012), providing further evidence for a causal link between runoff, nutrients and algal community structure. Beyond global insights, specific dinocyst records offer more nuanced interpretations of these relationships. For example, PETM variations in total dinocyst abundance and the number of *Apectodinium* cysts in New Jersey sediments have been invoked as evidence for fluctuations in precipitation and runoff on Milankovitch timescales (Sluijs and Brinkhuis, 2009).

The apparent increase in marine algal productivity, alongside evidence for warming and increased chemical weathering, has been used to invoke comparisons to Mesozoic OAEs. Crucially, the expansion of anoxia during OAEs is now linked to hydrological changes that impacted the marine realm via weathering-nutrient-productivity feedbacks (Jenkyns, 2010). However, the overall response of marine oxygen concentrations to collective PETM biogeochemical changes remains unclear (Speijer and Wagner, 2002; Sluijs et al., 2006; Sluijs et al., 2014; Chun et al., 2010; Dickson et al., 2012), although it was almost certainly less geographically widespread than the Mesozoic OAEs.

Several proxies indicate de-oxygenation in the deep Atlantic. At three Walvis Ridge Sites, representing different paleo-depths (ODP sites 1262, 1266, and 1263; South Atlantic), both manganese (Mn) and uranium (U) enrichment factors suggest that all sites experienced suboxic conditions during the PETM, with a possible vertical expansion of the oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) from shallow towards the deeper sites (Chun et al., 2010). Pålke et al. (2014) found similar results for Demerara Rise (ODP site 1258). The iodine calcium (I/Ca) ratios of the bulk coarse carbonate fraction at ODP Sites 1262 and 1266 (Zhou et al., 2012), providing further evidence for a causal link between runoff, nutrients and algal community structure. Beyond global insights, specific dinocyst records offer more nuanced interpretations of these relationships. For example, PETM variations in total dinocyst abundance and the number of *Apectodinium* cysts in New Jersey sediments have been invoked as evidence for fluctuations in precipitation and runoff on Milankovitch timescales (Sluijs and Brinkhuis, 2009).

The apparent increase in marine algal productivity, alongside evidence for warming and increased chemical weathering, has been used to invoke comparisons to Mesozoic OAEs. Crucially, the expansion of anoxia during OAEs is now linked to hydrological changes that impacted the marine realm via weathering-nutrient-productivity feedbacks (Jenkyns, 2010). However, the overall response of marine oxygen concentrations to collective PETM biogeochemical changes remains unclear (Speijer and Wagner, 2002; Sluijs et al., 2006; Sluijs et al., 2014; Chun et al., 2010; Dickson et al., 2012), although it was almost certainly less geographically widespread than the Mesozoic OAEs.

Several proxies indicate de-oxygenation in the deep Atlantic. At three Walvis Ridge Sites, representing different paleo-depths (ODP sites 1262, 1266, and 1263; South Atlantic), both manganese (Mn) and uranium (U) enrichment factors suggest that all sites experienced suboxic conditions during the PETM, with a possible vertical expansion of the oxygen minimum zone (OMZ) from shallow towards the deeper sites (Chun et al., 2010). Pålke et al. (2014) found similar results for Demerara Rise (ODP site 1258). The iodine calcium (I/Ca) ratios of the bulk coarse carbonate fraction at ODP Sites 1262 and 1266 (Zhou et al., 2012) support the previous findings of OMZ expansion, suggesting sea surface deoxygenation. Bralower et al. (1997) also observe lamination and absence of bioturbation in the Palaeocene-Eocene sediments of the West Atlantic (ODP sites 999 and 1001). None of these sites, however, are associated with the dramatic increase in organic matter accumulation rates observed during Mesozoic OAEs, and in fact, many remain organic-lean despite inferred increases in productivity.

The deep Pacific shows even more ambiguous evidence for a decrease in oxygenation. Pålke et al. (2014) and Zhou et al. (2014) find no evidence for deoxygenation in the Pacific at ODP sites 1209 and 1221 (Equatorial Pacific) from Mn and U enrichment factors and I/Ca ratios, respectively. However, other proxies point to at least some degree of deoxygenation in the Pacific. For example, a peak in pyrite abundance occurs just prior to the onset of the CIE at ODP sites 1209-1212 (West Pacific; Colosimo et al., 2005), whilst a significant reduction in the maximum diameter of benthic foraminifera test sizes at the peak of the PETM occurs at ODP site 1209 and 1210 (Käho et al., 2009).
Late Paleocene benthic foraminiferal extinctions have been reported in the Central Pacific (ODP site 865; Thomas and Shackleton, 1996) and West Pacific (ODP site 1209-1212 and 1220; Takeda and Kaiho, 2007), although these could have been due to a range of factors. ODP site 1220 also has weak laminations, which is paradoxical considering its sister site (1221) was shown to have experienced oxic conditions across the PETM (Pälike et al., 2014). I/Ca ratios in ODP site 865 indicate relative oxygen depletion (Zhou et al., 2014), which is in agreement with micropalaeontological evidence. As with the Atlantic sites, there is not strong evidence for an increase in organic matter contents.

Whilst deep-sea environments experienced only minimal deoxygenation during the PETM, there is growing evidence for deoxygenation in shelf and marginal marine settings (Sluijs et al., 2014). For example, in the eastern Gulf of Mexico, the presence of sulfur-bound isorenieratane in the PETM interval (Harrell Core) indicates development of intermittent photic zone euxinia during the PETM. Benthic foraminiferal turnover occurs across the New Jersey coastal plain (i.e. Wilson Lake, Ancora and Bass River; Stassen et al., 2012b) and there is an increase of magnetofoils within the same region (Kopp et al., 2009; Lippert and Zachos, 2007). Combined, these observations indicate suboxic conditions were present both within the sediment and in the bottom water in the eastern Gulf of Mexico. Similarly, the Eurasian shelves apparently experienced significant expansions of oxygen minimum zones, as suggested by a decrease in benthic foraminiferal diversity (Bolotvovoy et al., 1992; Pak and Miller, 1992; Pardo et al., 1997; Gradstein et al., 1994); similarly, in the Bay of Biscay (DSDP Site 401) a short-term increase in the abundance of low-oxygen tolerant chilguemblinids and low Mn and U enrichment ratios indicate expansion of the oxygen minimum zone (Pardo et al., 1997; Pälike et al., 2014). The Western Tethyan margins also experienced benthic turnover, notably in the Spanish sections of Zumaia and Caravaca, and in Possagno, Italy (Canudo et al., 1995; Braga et al., 1975). The presence of laminated sediments in Caravaca (Canudo et al., 1995) and the absence of bioturbation in Zumaia (Rodriguez-Tovar et al., 2011) coeval to the faunal turnover implicate deoxygenation as part of the cause of the benthic crisis. A benthic foraminiferal extinction has also been reported for Poland (Bak, 2005). TOC enrichments in Austria (Egger et al., 2003, 2005) suggest increased sea-surface productivity facilitating oxygen depletion in the bottom waters. The presence of isorenieratane in PETM sections from Denmark also indicate the development of photic zone euxinia on the epicontinental North Sea Basin (Schoon et al., 2013; Schoon et al., 2015). As with deep waters, evidence for deoxygenation in Pacific Ocean marginal settings is weaker than for the Atlantic Ocean. Nonetheless, the development of oxygen depletion in intermediate waters of the Southwest Pacific has been inferred from laminations and a decrease in ichnofossil abundance across the CIE in New Zealand (Nicolo et al., 2010), as well as a benthic foraminiferal turnover (Kaiho et al., 1996).

Evidence for extensive marine anoxia is most pronounced in the epicontinental shelves of the Eastern Tethys and the Arctic Ocean. The former experienced anoxic bottom water conditions as evidenced by trace metal enrichments (Gavrilov et al., 1997; Gavrilov et al., 2003), the presence of pyrite (Gavrilov et al., 1997, 2003; Bolle et al., 2000), laminations (Gavrilov et al., 2003), and pronounced TOC enrichments (Frielings et al., 2014), documented from sites in the Caucasus and Central Asia. Isorenieratane is present in the West Siberian Sea indicating at least intermittent photic zone euxinia (Frielings et al., 2014),
and diaryl isoprenoids (potentially derived from isorenieratane) were found in Kurpai, Tajikistan (Kodina et al., 1995). Lycopane, a C₄₀ isoprenoid of unclear origin but associated with water column anoxia (Sinninghe Damsté et al., 2003) occurs in rocks from Aktumsuk, Uzbekistan (Bolle et al., 2000). Dickson et al. (2014a, 2014b) provided perhaps the most comprehensive evidence for strong and persistent anoxia along the northern margin of the Tethys during the PETM, based on a combination of TOC contents, trace metal enrichments, metal isotopes, characterisation of reactive iron species and biomarkers (lycopane) to show that anoxia occurred in both bottom waters and the water column during the PETM (CIE) but that the entire water column was well-oxygenated in pre and post-PETM intervals. The evidence for anoxia is also compelling for the southern Tethys, albeit less strong than for the northern margin sites. Benthic foraminiferal and nanofossil turnover occurred in sections in Egypt, Tunisia and Israel (Stassen et al., 2012a; Speijer and Wagner, 2002; Ernst et al., 2006; Khozyem et al., 2013). Supporting evidence for suboxic to euxinic environments coeval to the CIE comes from trace metal enrichments, laminated sediments and the presence of pyrite (Dupuis et al., 2003; Khozyem et al., 2013, 2015; Knox et al., 2003; Schulte et al., 2011; Soliman et al., 2011; Speijer and Schmitz, 1998).

The PETM section at Lomonosov Ridge (IODP Leg 302 Site 4) in the Central Arctic Ocean is characterised by a significant increase in the relative abundance of pyrite (Stein et al., 2006), a drastic decrease in C/ S values and an increase in sulphur abundance (Slijius et al., 2008b; Stein et al., 2006), elevated redox-sensitive trace metal concentrations (Mürrz et al., 2010; Slijius et al., 2008a, 2008b; Dickson et al., 2012) and Mo-isotope compositions (Dickson et al., 2012), fine laminations and the occurrence of isorenieratane (Stein et al., 2006; Slijius et al., 2006). In addition, the enrichment of Mn points to recycling of Mn(II) under restricted conditions in the Lomonosov Ridge PETM section (Slijius et al., 2008b). Sediment lamination and pyrite abundances in the PETM interval in the Svalbard Central Basin, Longyearbyen section, represents a stratified water column during the PETM CIE (Harding et al., 2011), Cui et al. (2011) also infer reducing bottom water conditions at the margins of the Arctic Ocean indicated by well-developed parallel lamination in pyrite-rich shales (the Svalbard archipelago, 849°-05); this interpretation is reinforced by evidence of U and Re enrichment (Dypvik et al., 2011; Wieczorek et al., 2013), a benthic turnover, changes in benthic (agglutinated) foraminiferal relative morphogroup dominance and test size reduction (Nagy et al., 2013).

Collectively, these data suggest that during the PETM, deep-sea settings experienced a minor reduction in seafloor oxygen (Chun et al., 2010; Pälike et al., 2014) with a greater level of oxygen depletion occurring on some continental slopes (Nicolo et al., 2010) and shelves (Speijer and Wagner, 2002; Slijius et al., 2008b; Slijius et al., 2014). Water column anoxia and euxinia was restricted only to some marginal settings or partially restricted basins, i.e. the Arctic Ocean and Tethys. Locations at which deoxygenation has been inferred for the PETM are shown on Fig. 6, alongside those sites for which evidence exists for photic zone euxinia.

Moreover, many of these studies suggest that even where anoxia has been documented for the PETM Ocean, it was intermittent. It is noteworthy that even in the northern Tethys (Kheu River section, Dickson et al., 2014a), there appear to be cyclic variations in trace metal enrichments and lycopane concentrations. This cyclicity could be due to the sensitivity of shallow sites to oscillating depositional conditions, related to an enhanced hydrological cycle and fluctuations in nutrient input to marginal basins, which favours episodic oxygen depletion. By extension, the Arctic Ocean and Tethys could be considered nutrient traps, whereby increased nutrient inputs bring about increased productivity and anoxia only in restricted basins.

5. Synthesis

5.1. Integrating multiple proxies: a detailed example from Tanzania

As is apparent from the above, proxies for hydrological change - and the inferred consequences - are often contradictory. As such, we suggest it is critical to conduct multi-proxy, multi-parameter investigations at single sites in order to develop more nuanced interpretations. To illustrate this, we summarise and complement previous studies exploring changes in hydrology, sedimentology and carbon cycling from the Tanzanian PETM section. The Tanzania Drilling Project recovered the onset of the PETM interval and peak warmth at TDP site 14, first drilled in 2004 (9°16’S, 39°30’E, Nicholas et al., 2006). Micropalaeontological and sedimentological evidence suggest the site represents a bathyal outer shelf or upper slope environment, with sediments comprising mainly clays and clayey siltstones, and with water depths estimated at 300 to 500 m (Nicholas et al., 2006). The clay-rich sediments have resulted in exceptional preservation of biomarkers, calcareous microfossils and nanofossils. Biostratigraphic and higher plant (n-alkane) carbon isotope records suggest that the onset and at least some of the core of the PETM interval is preserved, before being truncated by a probable hiatus prior to the CIE recovery.

The n-alkanes preserved at TDP-14a are composed of a homologous series with a predominance of odd- over even carbon numbers at greater carbon numbers (Handley et al., 2008) typical of terrestrial higher plants (Eglinton and Hamilton, 1967). The PETM carbon isotope excursion is evident in n-alkane isotope records as a negative excursion of ~6‰, consistent with many other studies in which leaf waxes record a particularly high amplitude CIE. Initially, the CIE was thought to take place as an abrupt change at 19.5 m in the core, representing an abrupt onset of the PETM (Handley et al., 2008, 2012); however, more recent analyses at conducted at higher stratigraphic resolution across the PETM onset in TDP-14b (Aze et al., 2014) suggest a more complex picture of the PETM onset than previously recognised. The new records show rapid changes in n-alkane δ¹³C values during the onset of the carbon isotope excursion, with fluctuations between ~28 and ~34‰ over several metres of core (Aze et al., 2014). By comparison to other CIEs, we argue that this fluctuation does not represent changes in the atmospheric carbon reservoir, but instead is evidence of significant reworking and remobilisation of older (pre-PETM) material during the onset of the PETM.

The n-alkane evidence of a complex onset at TDP14 is supported by dramatic and rapid fluctuations in both total organic carbon contents and δ¹³Corg over the same interval in the core, both of which are evidence of highly variable delivery of organic matter to the site (Fig. 7; Aze et al., 2014). Further evidence of the episodic delivery of old, reworked organic matter comes from new records of bacterial biomarkers which likely represent erosion of even older organic matter, perhaps kerogen. Prior to the PETM interval, hopanes are dominated by thermally immature forms which are structurally similar to those produced by bacteria and consistent with the presence of other well preserved, thermally immature biomarkers in almost all Tanzanian Paleogene sediments (van Dongen et al., 2006); starting at the PETM onset these are replaced by increasing proportions of thermally mature, rearranged fossil biomarkers. Na/Al and Li/Al ratios of the bulk sediment also fluctuate together during the PETM onset interval, with higher Li/Al and lower Na/Al recording the delivery of older, more highly weathered clays to the core site, similar to previously reported kaolinite percentages (Handley et al., 2012). The BIT index of GDGTs also suggests an increase in the supply of soil-derived GDGTs to this marginal marine site.

Collectively, these new data suggest a sedimentologically complex onset to the PETM in Tanzania. Apparently, it was characterised by strongly erosive events leading to a mixture of contemporaneous plant-derived organic matter (n-alkanes), older soil-derived organic matter (branched GDGTs, but also some n-alkanes) and even kerogen-derived
Fig. 6. Paleoceanographic reconstruction for 56 Ma showing locations where evidence exists for deoxygenation in marine and marginal PETM sites. Also shown are locations where evidence for photic zone euxinia exists (stars). Numbers provided after each location correspond to PETM sites and references provided in Supplementary Table 1.

Fig. 7. Multiple proxy records from Tanzania Drilling Project Site 14 during the onset and core of the PETM; (a) Carbon isotope records from C25 (orange diamonds), C27 (purple circles), C29 (red squares) and C31 n-alkanes (green triangles), open symbols from Handley et al. (2008), filled symbols from Aze et al. (2014); (b) Hydrogen isotope records from C27 (black circles), C29 (red diamonds) and C31 alkanes (blue triangles), open symbols from Handley et al. (2008), filled symbols are new data; (c) Bulk organic carbon isotope record (Aze et al., 2014); (d) Total organic carbon (Aze et al., 2014); (e) BIT index, open symbols from Handley et al. (2008), with new data for the onset (filled symbols; this study); (f) hopane isomerisation index – ratio of mature (fossil) isomer to fossil and immature (biological) isomers; (g) percentage Toweius in nannoplankton community from Bown and Pearson (2009); (h) Na/Al and Li/Al ratios of bulk sediment. The wavy horizontal line represents a probable hiatus truncating the PETM interval, and the shading represents the “onset” as discussed in the text. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
organic matter (thermally mature hopanes). These appear to have been delivered to the site via rather catastrophic and episodic sediment events, as reflected by the dramatic fluctuations in n-alkane \( \delta^{13}C \) values. Potentially, this was related to an enhanced episodic hydrological regime. We have invoked a similar explanation for high variability in terrestrial biomarker concentrations and to resolve apparent discrepancies among proxies during the core of the CIE (Handley et al., 2008, 2012). The n-alkane hydrogen isotope record from TDP14 of Handley et al. (2012) exhibits a shift of up to 40% in the \( C_{31} \) alkane, starting at the same core depth as the initial carbon isotope excursion at the onset of the PETM. The new n-alkane carbon isotope record of Aze et al. (2014) puts this earliest shift deeper in the core, but our new alkane \( \delta^{2}H \) record also starts at this lower, older horizon, such that the confluence of carbon and hydrogen isotopic change remains in our revised records. Therefore, we still argue that the increase in \( \delta^{2}H \) values and increased variability during the PETM CIE represents a shift in east Africa to a more arid and but highly variable climate state with alternating wet-dry intervals.

Together, these records suggest a highly complex sedimentary environment at TDP-14 during the onset and core of the PETM CIE. The delivery of packages of recalcitrant terrestrial organic matter, evidence for highly weathered material, variability of the alkane isotopic compositions and increased BIT index (as well as increased kaolinite contents, quartz contents and inferred sedimentation rates, Handley et al., 2012) are broadly consistent with the suggestion that this location was characterised by more episodic rainfall, intensification of chemical weathering and erosion, and a mobilisation and perhaps oxidation of terrestrial organic matter. In fact, it potentially resolves some outstanding questions in PETM research. For example, the Tanzanian section is characterised by a small and very noisy \( \delta^{13}C_{org} \) CIE, much smaller than that recorded by leaf wax biomarkers. We attribute that to the reworking of old organic matter into an overall organic-lean sedimentary setting; reworking of older soils would complicate both the bulk organic and leaf wax isotope records but reworking of kerogen would be particularly problematic for the former. We suggest that this reworking of kerogen is a likely explanation for small and noisy \( \delta^{13}C_{org} \) records observed elsewhere (McInerney and Wing, 2011).

5.2. Integrating proxy data with the results of GCM simulations

Our proxy-data synthesis indicates that a varied range of proxies reflect a perturbed hydrological cycle at the PETM, incorporating changes in precipitation, continental runoff, evapotranspiration and humidity. Although many of the data are qualitative indicators of hydrological changes, they provide a way in which to evaluate the spatial patterns simulated within GCMs. Anomalies between low and high \( CO_{2} \) simulations have been used previously as an analogue for pre-PETM and PETM climatology (Winguth et al., 2010; Lunt et al., 2010; Dunkley Jones et al., 2013). Fig. 8 shows the difference in \( P - E \) index between equilibrium simulations performed with the HadCM3L GCM at 2 \( \times \) preindustrial concentrations of \( CO_{2} \) (2 \( \times \) \( CO_{2} \), 560 ppmv) and 4 \( \times \) \( CO_{2} \) (1120 ppmv) and can be used to reconstruct first order changes in the hydrological cycle. The 4 \( \times \) \( CO_{2} \) simulation is the same as the early Eocene (Ypresian) simulation described by Inglis et al. (2015a) and Lunt et al. (2016). Both 2 \( \times \) and 4 \( \times \) simulations are also presented briefly in Inglis et al. (2017). The model is described in detail in Valdes et al. (2017), where it is called HadCM3L-M2.1E. The model simulations were run for > 1400 years; the spinup procedure and model configuration and initial conditions are described in full in Lunt et al. (2016).

Importantly, the model simulations indicate regions of both increased and decreased \( P - E \) associated with a doubling of \( CO_{2} \). Unlike the oceans, where moisture supply is unlimited, annually simulated \( P - E \) must exceed zero over terrestrial regions within both the 2 \( \times \) \( CO_{2} \) and 4 \( \times \) \( CO_{2} \) simulations (e.g. Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015). However, increased aridity is predicted in regions where the \( P - E \) balance becomes less positive in the high \( CO_{2} \) simulation i.e. \( \Delta (P-E) < 0 \). Whilst the simulations indicate a highly heterogeneous response in the hydrological cycle for a given latitude, some broad-scale trends are apparent. Above 50°N/S, \( P - E \) generally becomes more positive, driven by increases in precipitation within these regions (Supplementary Fig. S1). Within subtropical regions, there is a simulated shift towards greater aridity (i.e. the increase in evaporation is greater than that of precipitation, or precipitation declines), including over northern and southern Africa, around the Paleo-Tethys and within parts of South America. The deep tropics are associated with large increases in \( P - E \), including over northern regions of South America, the western coast of Africa and the Indian subcontinent. Continental interior regions show highly variable changes, underlining the need for further proxy data and analyses, beyond those from the Bighorn Basin.

5.2.1. High northern latitudes

Relatively large increases in precipitation and precipitation - evaporation (and by extension runoff) are simulated across much of the high northern latitudes, including Greenland and the Arctic, particularly around the Turgai and Fram straits. This agrees well with various proxies which suggest increases in precipitation and runoff as indicated by hydrogen isotopes (Pagani et al., 2006) and the presence of low salinity dinoflagellate cysts (Sluijs et al., 2006), respectively. Isotopically-depleted \( \delta^{18}O \) within tooth apatite of North Sea sharks (Zacke et al., 2009) and Norwegian-Greenland Sea fish (Andreasson et al., 1996) further suggested elevated terrestrial runoff, whilst plant fossils from Svalbard also indicate high mean annual precipitation (Harding et al., 2011).

Northern Europe, at a paleolatitude of ~45°N, is located at the boundary between a simulated increased and decreased \( P - E \). Proxy evidence supports generally wetter climates in this region (Collinson et al., 2009; Pancost et al., 2007), increased runoff around the North Sea inferred from low-salinity dinoflagellate cysts (Kender et al., 2012) and a negative shift in n-alkane \( \delta^{2}H \) values in France, interpreted to reflect a shift to moister conditions (Garel et al., 2015). Further proxy-model comparisons and analysis of the sensitivity of the simulated \( P - E \) boundary in other models is now required.

5.2.2. United States: Bighorn Basin and New Jersey

Over much of the United States an increase in \( P - E \) is simulated, although changes are strongly zonally-oriented with more arid climates in the western continental interior. This appears to relate to increased atmospheric subsidence within the model, which suppresses regional precipitation rates. This is partially consistent with evidence for transient aridification indicated by paleosols (Kraus and Riggins, 2007; Kraus et al., 2013), ichnofossils (Smith et al., 2008) and various geochemical studies (Woody et al., 2014; Adams et al., 2011). There is now a pressing need to improve understanding of the mechanisms which led to a return to higher precipitation during the PETM recovery (Wing et al., 2005; Kraus and Riggins, 2007), particularly as these processes cannot be represented within the equilibrium simulations. Despite a reduced \( P - E \) offshore, the eastern margin of the US has a much higher \( P - E \) within the 4x\( CO_{2} \) model simulations which also qualitatively agrees with PETM increases in sedimentation (John et al., 2012), runoff (Sluijs and Brinkhuis, 2009) and consequent changes in the degree of oxygenation (Sluijs et al., 2014; Schumann et al., 2008) and shifts towards eutrophic algal-dominated communities (Gibbs et al., 2006; Stassen et al., 2012b). However, a variable \( P - E \) signal is simulated on the western US coast, whereas sedimentation rates from California indicate large increases in runoff (John et al., 2008). Potentially, this putative increase in erosion could reflect changes in the erodibility of the land surface or in sub-annual precipitation rates, which have not previously been considered within GCMs for the PETM. We show in Fig. S1 that the western US coast appears to experience a more seasonal distribution of precipitation at PETM, despite an overall decline in mean annual precipitation.
5.2.3. Paleo-Tethys, northern Africa and southern Europe

The north-eastern margin of the Paleo-Tethys is characterised by increased P - E which agrees qualitatively with proxies for increased runoff from Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan. In contrast, southern Europe shows a decline in P - E (and P) in model simulations, which is consistent with some proxy responses in that region (Bolle and Adatte, 2001; Schmitz and Pujalte, 2003) but does not agree with the increased runoff inferred for these locations from changes in sedimentation rate (e.g. Egger et al., 2003, 2005) or changes in nutrient state (Dickson et al., 2014a). Similarly, along the northern African margin, changes in sedimentation rate in the Tunisian and Egyptian sections imply elevated terrestrial runoff and erosion (Bolle et al., 2000; John et al., 2008), although a more negative P-E budget is simulated for the PETM within the continental interior. One possibility is that the hydroclimate regime became drier but more episodic in southern Europe and northern Africa as a response to global warming. The Claret Conglomerate in Spain has been interpreted as evidence for a flashy precipitation regime (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2007; Section 4.1) in an otherwise arid climate, and this is consistent with decreased P - E. Crucially, similar climatic controls could explain the increased sedimentation rates in marginal marine settings adjacent to land masses that apparently experienced greater annual aridity. Overall, the simulations do not show major changes in the seasonality of precipitation around the Paleo-Tethys (Supplementary Fig. S1), but our simulations do not allow an assessment of changes in extremes or episodicity, which should be examined more explicitly in future simulations.

5.2.4. The tropics

Tanzania is situated within a region of variable simulated changes, located at the boundary between wetter simulated tropics and a region of relatively small changes in P - E. As such, model simulations are consistent with but do not provide compelling support for the paradigm advanced in Section 5.1, i.e. a more arid climate punctuated with extreme and episodic precipitation events. Intriguingly, our simulations do show increases in the seasonality of precipitation in the region influenced by migration of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), including regions where only minor changes in mean annual rainfall are simulated (Supplementary Fig. S1). As with the European and Northern African data-model comparison, we argue that this could indicate that the proxy response is driven by changes in subannual precipitation distribution – and possibly rainfall extremes - rather than annual averages. Aside from Tanzania, there is better data-model agreement elsewhere. The northern parts of South America are characterised by strong increases in P - E which agrees with floral assemblages and lower plant δ²H values, interpreted to reflect an enhanced regional amount effect (Jaramillo et al., 2010). Similarly, higher simulated tropical precipitation in India is consistent with increased higher plant biomarker inputs to marginal marine sediments (Samanta et al., 2013). Greater aridity inferred for the Angola basin (Robert and Chamley, 1991) also agrees qualitatively with low-latitude subtropical drying implied by the model. Overall, the model indicates an increase in tropical P-E with a doubling of pCO₂ but with highly regional responses that are broadly consistent with the limited available proxy data.
5.2.5. High southern latitudes

The East Antarctic margin exhibits an increased P – E signal, which is consistent with some of the kaolinite evidence for increases in humidity or erosion (Robert and Kennett, 1994). The Antarctic continental interior exhibits a small absolute change to greater aridity, but given the low precipitation regime, this is likely a large relative change and perhaps consistent with interpretations from iron oxide deposits (Dallanave et al., 2009). New Zealand experienced relatively large increases in P and P-E which agrees with the suggestions of enhanced runoff and weathering indicated by elevated sedimentation rates (Crouch et al., 2003). Furthermore, enriched δ18O within the upper-stages of the PETM could relate to increased moisture export (Handley et al., 2011), with which these simulations are qualitatively consistent, although isotope-enabled model simulations are now needed to mechanistically evaluate such hypotheses.

5.3. Conclusions

An enhanced or intensified hydrological cycle refers to the increased meridional transport of water vapour from low to high latitudes; it does not mean that precipitation simply increased across the globe (Pierrehumbert, 2002; Pagani et al., 2013; Huber, 2012). Assuming no fundamental changes in atmospheric dynamics, this results in a globally wet-wetter, dry-drier style response (Held and Soden, 2006), whereby evaporation increases within the net-evaporation zones of the subtropics, and precipitation increases within the net-precipitation zones of the high latitudes and deep tropics. Whilst changes over land are arguably more complex because of the limited moisture supply (Greve et al., 2014; Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015), our PETM climate model simulations support these broad-scale changes in hydrological response with latitude, although the responses are highly regionalised.

At present, PETM proxies provide some support for this paradigm, with consistent evidence from multiple proxies for high latitude increases in precipitation. However, there is currently relatively little evidence for associated subtropical drying due to the limited number of low-latitude sections. Evidence for increases in palynoflakes around the tropics, and precipitation increases within the net-precipitation zones of the high latitudes and deep tropics. Whilst changes over land are arguably more complex because of the limited moisture supply (Greve et al., 2014; Byrne and O’Gorman, 2015), our PETM climate model simulations support these broad-scale changes in hydrological response with latitude, although the responses are highly regionalised.

First, hydrological proxies with good stratigraphic age control will be necessary to probe regional synchrony, system leads and lags, and the duration of hydrological change during the PETM. This requires archives that have the potential to yield high resolution records, such as vertically-stacked paleosols (or similar terrigenous deposits) or marginal (high sedimentation rate) marine sedimentary archives of hydrological change (e.g. leaf wax hydrogen isotopes), continental runoff, or chemical weathering. Such records could provide insight into leads and lags in the terrestrial environmental response, although caution is required due to the lags in sedimentary responses; for example, a rapid biotic or hydrological change could appear to lag warming if there is delay in transferring that signal to marine sediments. Moreover, the difficulty in unambiguously interpreting proxies as indicative of hydrological change (Section 3.2), means that considerable caution is necessary when comparing different proxies from different archives.

Second, more records from mid- and low latitudes, but especially arid regions, are necessary. With the exception of the Paleo-Tethys - including the northern margin of Africa and southern Europe - and the Bighorn Basin, nearly all existing PETM sections fall within regions where GCM simulations predict PETM Δ(P-E) > 0. Furthermore, previous work has indicated that the terrestrial aridification of the Paleotethys could be a model-dependent result (Carmichael et al., 2016). One avenue for future research is to target marine sections which fall within zones of Δ(P-E) < 0, such as the Indian Ocean and Walvis Ridge, for evidence of PETM salification, analogous to modern-day changes detected in response to global warming (Stott et al., 2008; Curry et al., 2003). However, there is also a dearth of PETM data from continental interior sites and these exhibit a regionally-variable model response (Fig. 8) which requires data model comparison.

Third, multi-proxy approaches appear to be essential for more nuanced insights into hydrological changes, as illustrated by the case study for Tanzania where a combination of proxies was required to reveal the complex onset of PETM, a likely episodic precipitation regime, and the interplay of more arid conditions but more extreme rainfall events. Similar insights have been revealed by multi-proxy investigations in the Bighorn Basin and Spain. Such investigations also allow the consequences of hydrological change to be interrogated, including chemical weathering responses and mobilisation of different organic carbon pools. Multi-proxy approaches have also revealed evidence for heightened mid-latitude seasonality (Schmitz and Pujalte, 2003, 2007; Garell et al., 2013 and Storme et al., 2012; Giuberti et al., 2016). Multi-proxy approaches are also necessary because the PETM (and similar events) resulted in pervasive and wide-ranging environmental impacts and feedbacks that have complex synergistic and antagonistic impacts on some proxies. For example, it has been argued that under elevated CO2 conditions the closing of stomata could have resulted in less rapid soil water uptake (although perhaps partially offset by a CO2-fertilisation effect) and/or higher temperatures could havefavoured drought-tolerant plants with a lower water demand (Wing and Curran, 2013). Both of these changes could impact paleosol characteristics or botanic indicators for drier climates in the absence of precipitation change. Adopting a multiproxy approach is thus essential to disentangle synergistic effects - particularly in the terrestrial regions, where land-surface processes introduce complex feedbacks. Crucially, given that all of these proxies have the potential to record wider (non-hydrological) environmental processes, are increasingly understood to integrate different signals (e.g. see Tipple and Pagani, 2013; Foreman, 2014), and could suffer from Eocene non-analogue problems (e.g. Carmichael et al., 2016; Eberle and Greenwood, 2012), we suggest it is important to avoid reliance on any single proxy, where possible.

The use of GCMs to simulate changes in the Eocene hydrological cycle remains relatively limited, despite an increasing number of studies which have explored various manifestations of the hydrological cycle (Pagani et al., 2006; Winguth et al., 2010; Speelman et al., 2010; Sagoo et al., 2013; Kiehl and Shields, 2013; Loptson et al., 2014; Carmichael et al., 2016). There are a number of potential approaches by which further insights may be gained. First, future studies should explore the sensitivity of the simulated hydrological cycle to model boundary conditions and parameterisation schemes. Carmichael et al.
Table 1
Summary of the opportunities and threats in making proxy-model comparisons using isotope-enabled GCMs for the PETM hydrological cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opportunities</th>
<th>Threats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Isotopic proxies provide an opportunity to evaluate GCM simulations quantitatively, including whether the magnitude of hydrological change is correctly simulated, rather than the direction of change.</td>
<td>1. Each proxy requires a separate correction to estimate meteoric isotopic composition. Paleogene fractionation factors are poorly constrained and rely on simplistic vegetation reconstructions or nearest living relative calibrations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Isotope-enabled simulations provide a direct and mechanistic way to test proxy-inferred hypotheses e.g. whether a GCM-simulated water isotope excursion accompanies a change in source water temperature, precipitation or evapotranspiration rate.</td>
<td>2. Existing proxy data show significant pre-PETM and within-GE variation in water isotope signals. This temporal complexity in the hydrological cycle response cannot be captured in equilibrium GCM simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Even in locations where no hydrological change has been explicitly invoked, any material which incorporates stable water isotopes (e.g. bone, shell or tooth enamel) can be directly compared to isotope-enabled simulations.</td>
<td>3. For meaningful proxy-model comparisons, the model must adequately represent the governing real-world processes (e.g. Rayleigh distillation, tropical amount effects) and include appropriate boundary conditions (e.g. seawater δ18O and δD).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2016) highlighted possible differences in the spatial pattern of PETM-simulated precipitation changes between HadCM3L and CCSM3, including declines in Paleoceanic precipitation within HadCM3L and increased high-latitude precipitation within CCSM3 at elevated atmospheric CO2. However, the ability to explain these observations was limited given differences in various model boundary conditions and parameterisation scheme (Lunt et al., 2012). Coordinated Paleogene model simulations are now planned as part of the Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project (Lunt et al., 2016) which will lead to an improved ability to explain inter-model differences and potentially to evaluate the robustness of simulated changes.

Secondly, there is a need to study sub-anual (i.e. seasonal and episodic) precipitation and hydrological characteristics within GCMs. Although first-order mean annual changes in P and P-E show good correspondence with some of the proxy data (Fig. 8), it is clear that sedimentological and biotic proxies are often sensitive to the seasonal distribution of precipitation, water table or redox conditions (e.g. Sections 3.2 and 4.1) or the incidence of intense episodic precipitation events (e.g. Section 4.1.2) - or a filtered combination of these signals. Whilst sub-anual characteristics of the hydrological cycle are less well represented within GCMs (Sun et al., 2006; Dai, 2006), new generations of climate models better represent seasonal and daily variability and could lead to improved proxy-model comparisons in some regions.

Third, although the majority of the records discussed within this paper are qualitative changes in the hydrological cycle, isotopic proxies can be quantitatively compared with isotope-enabled model simulations (e.g. Sturm et al., 2009; Xi, 2014). Such comparisons could lead to an improved understanding of whether GCMs adequately simulate both the spatial pattern and magnitude of hydrological change (e.g. Speelman et al., 2016; Table 1).

Overall, we propose that new approaches for data-model integration are required, that incorporate the multiple dimensions of hydrological change (amount, seasonality, episodicity, intensity) and the complexity of hydrologically-impacted proxies. Such data-model integration requires caution, particularly given long-standing problems in the simulation of high-latitude temperatures and equable continental interior temperatures. If models do not adequately represent these characteristics of background Eocene climatology, then their ability to simulate changes at the PETM could be impaired (e.g. Speelman et al., 2010; Huber and Caballero, 2011; Carmichael et al., 2016). However, comparing hydrological proxies to model-simulated parameters has an important role to play; whilst CO2 results in temperature increases across the Earth’s surface, the response of the hydrological cycle is bi-directional, with regions of both increased wetting and drying. Qualitative comparisons of proxies to these spatial patterns can serve as a critical test, alongside temperatures, for the evaluation of GCM simulations. With a dense enough record of hydrological indicators, the responsible climate mechanisms can be identified and the skill of individual GCMs benchmarked.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gloplacha.2017.07.014.
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